PELLY    BAY
CA man indeed!5 you shout to them, and they, knowing what
you mean, trot faster.)
Some yards from the seal hole lay a small sled and two dogs.
We stopped our team near by with a gentle cHoo!' slipped the
whip under the lashings of the sled, and went forward. But we
moved Eskimo fashion, cautiously; and he stood Eskimo fashion,
firmly without stirring. So two animals meet. Within a few
feet of him we stopped. It was his turn to come forward. A
snule — very formal; a handshake— high up and very Asiatic.
Contact!
The man called to his dogs, and, leaving his sled, hitched his
team to ours, and over the ice we ran. Two hundred yards
farther on, another shadow emerged through the grey air, this
one like the first folded over a seal hole in the conventional
posture. We stopped, went through the formalities of the greet-
ing, added his dogs to ours, and were off again. One by one, in
this fashion, we picked up six Eskimos, and now they stood
round me on the ice, harpoon in hand and no word spoken.
Shongili broke the silence:
'Kabloona,3 he said simply.
'Kabloona-raluJ* *A white man! A white manP the six men
rumbled. They were startled.
One of them approached near enough to touch me, and I
could see his eyes shining in the middle of his hood.
*Kina-oo-vi?* — 'Who are you?5 he asked.
'Mike,' said I, giving the nickname.
eMa-i-ke/ they repeated; and with this they became loqua-
cious.
When \ve had chatted together for some minutes I asked if it
was far to wrhere Ka-i-o lived? (Ka-i-o, 'the Red/ was their
name for Father Henry.)
*It is far/ they answered, 'but the igloos are near.5
'The igloos are near/ Shongili repeated hastily. He wanted
no more travelling that day.
These were the true, the pure Eskimos, the Eskimos who
knew not how to lie. Of course it was not far to the house of
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